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1.Demand
Through the statistics we've found, the asylum applications to Europe in 2014 is acquired. The number of applications is shown in Table 1 and the trend is shown in Figure 1 . Fig.1 Fitting curve of trend Least square method is applied to fit the number varying with time. Through the method, we acquire the growth speed of number, allowing us to predict the number in the future and draw the curve of demand.The fitting equation to be
We generally assume the fitting curve to be suitable for major countries in Europe including Germany for they enjoy a similar situation when it comes to refugee crisis. The demand in Germany is assured and quantized.
2.Supply
We come up with a kind of deployment mechanism that the supplies within a certain range can transport across supplement points. Hubs of settlement points and supplement points were chosen to build the Radiation Network. The network would not only ease the pressure of the transportation and ensure the supplies and demand control due to the presence of hubs. This model ensure the orderly conduct of the resettlement work.
Two models are included in our mechanism, the distribution of supplies and the dispatch and transportation of different settlement points. The major factor in model of distribution is the total cost, including alterable part and fixed part. On the contrary, the model of transportation barely consider the cost and reflect the weak economy quality.
The parameters and variables of the two models are shown in Table 2 . The set of supplement points and settlement points The set of hubs 0-1 variable (=1 when i is the hub) 0-1 variable (=1 when through hub m or n)
Model of distribution
Single objective optimization is applied in our model of distribution, which is dynamic. The environmental factors including water, food and resources to feed and house the moving migration are changing over time. We generally assume that: 1. The countries' capacity to hold refugees and provide resources can be predicted through the model we have created, the requirement is also acceptable; 2. Cities with supplement points have been chosen; 3. Resources in reserve are limited.
The object owns five type of cost, the total cost of distribution, the alterable cost of resources, transportation cost, delayed cost and loss cost.Single objective optimization is derived as follow: 
C: C fixi represent the fixed cost while C varik represents the fixed cost. C api is the ability of i. Q tran is the quantity of transport while Q lack means the lack of resource . Other superscript represent points, which are omitted.
Radiation Network model
Since the transportation is also dynamic, we develop the radiation network to describe it. Single objective optimization is also established to build the network. That is
The constraint condition are 
3.Numerical calculation
We use Xpress-mp to obtain the solution of multi-objective optimization. Germany, a federal parliamentary republic in West-Central Europe including 16 constituent states and covers an area of 357,021 square kilometers. By the administration, we decide the settlement points and supplement points. Through our model, we acquire the routes of transportation and the location of hubs. The result is shown in Figure 2 .Since the radiation network we have obtained. It allows us find out the strategy of distribution and transportation. (c) shows the ideal condition of the relation that the supply exceeding the demand. The death rate would decrease and requirement would be accomplished.
